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Abstract

Noise contaminated zero problems involve functions that cannot be eval-
uated directly, but only indirectly via observations. In addition, such ob-
servations are affected by a non-deterministic observation error (noise). We
investigate the application of numerical bifurcation analysis for studying the
solution set of such noise contaminated zero problems, which is highly relevant
in the context of equation-free analysis (coarse grained analysis) and bifurca-
tion analysis in experiments, and develop specialized algorithms to address
challenges that arise due to the presence of noise. As a working example,
we demonstrate and test our algorithms on a mechanical non-linear oscillator
experiment using control based continuation, which we used as a main appli-
cation and test case for development of the the Coco compatible Matlab
toolbox Continex that implements our algorithms.

1 Introduction

In [1, 2] we have implemented and tested bifurcation analysis directly in a non-linear
mechanical oscillator experiment using control based continuation [3, 4, 5, 6], that
is, tracking stable and unstable responses under variations of forcing frequency and
amplitude. In these experiments we used a harmonically excited impact oscillator
with control forces applied via electromagnetic actuators as a test specimen and
developed methods for tuning the control parameters and for determining stability
of steady-state responses. Here, we will provide information about the details of the
implementation of the toolbox CONTINEX developed for this type of experiment as
well as for equation-free analysis [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. We will motivate the algorithmic
developments with new experimental results collected with the set-up used in [1,
2]. The presented methods are able to extract bifurcation diagrams directly from
strongly non-linear experiments, and the toolbox CONTINEX is freely available for
download [12].

Control based continuation in experiments [3, 4, 5, 6] and continuation for
equation-free problems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] are two examples of continuation prob-
lems that involve noise contaminated zero problems F (u) = 0, a term that will
be made more precise in Section 2. In the context of control based continuation,
which we discuss with an example in Section 3, the function F is commonly defined
as the average of a control signal or the difference between an observed state and
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a target state. Here, typical sources of noise contamination are the noise level of
measurements or the excitation of unobservable modes.

Equation-free methods allow to analyze numerically the macroscopic behavior
of microscopically defined models without having an explicitly given equation for
the macroscopic dynamics. In these multi-scale systems, where the macroscopic
behavior is due to fast convergence of many degrees of freedom to an attractive low-
dimensional slow manifold, the noise contamination is due to remaining fast scales
when, in the observed time, the system behavior did not converge close enough to the
slow manifold. The microscopic models could be even stochastic and intermediate
system sizes show remaining noise also on the macroscopic level which leads to
similar problems.

Both constructions of zero problems have in common that the result is a func-
tion F with the property that repeated evaluations with the same argument will
produce different results. In other words, an evaluation of F at a point u can be
interpreted as drawing a point from some unknown distribution. The goal of this
work is a robust algorithm for computing solution branches of such noise contami-
nated zero problems, which allows running batches of continuations with a high rate
of success and without supervision. We give an account of our experience collected
during our development effort and of key ideas for tackling challenges we encoun-
tered in Section 4. The detailed technical description of our algorithms is subject
of Section 5. We use data collected during runs with our non-linear mechanical
oscillator experiment to illustrate important aspects of the challenges and proposed
algorithms.

2 Noise-contaminated zero problems

Let us start by recalling the basic terminology of continuation as used in the context
of toolbox development based on Coco [13, 12]. A continuation problem is the
problem of computing an approximation to the solution manifold of a so-called zero
problem. More precisely, let F : Rm → Rn, m ≥ n + 1, be two times differentiable
with Lipschitz-continuous second derivative. Under the assumptions that F (u∗) = 0
for some u∗ ∈ Rm and that the Jacobian (∂F/∂u)(u∗) of F at u∗ has full rank,
there exists an (m − n)-dimensional differentiable manifold M ⊂ Rm of solutions
through u∗ and embedded in Rm. We will restrict to the case m = n + 1 of most
common interest in applications, that is, to solution manifolds of dimension 1, which
conventionally are referred to as solution branches or simply as branches.

The task of a continuation algorithm is then to produce a so-called bifurcation
diagram given an approximate initial point u? ∈ Rm close to a branch. A bifurcation
diagram of a zero problem is a collection of branches restricted to a computational
domain and possibly connected in so-called singular points or branch points, which
are points u ∈ Rm where the Jacobian (∂F/∂u)(u) does not have full rank. A good
continuation method will typically succeed in computing a connected component of
a bifurcation diagram, as well as locate all singular points on this connected com-
ponent. As a slight generalization, practically all continuation packages today [14]
allow the computation of bifurcation diagrams involving different zero problems
and, hence, branches representing different types of solutions. An example is a bi-
furcation diagram comprising a branch of periodic solutions of an ODE connected
to a branch of equilibrium points at a Hopf-bifurcation point.

An algorithm for computing branches is the so-called method of pseudo arc-
length continuation [15, 16]. This is a predictor-corrector method that is based on
augmenting the zero problem F : Rn+1 → Rn with the so-called pseudo arc-length
condition g(u) := tT (u−u0)−h = 0, where t is a unit vector tangent to the branch
at u0, u0 is a point on the branch, and h is the continuation step-size. For known u0
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a new point u∗ on the branch can be computed by applying some non-linear solver,
the corrector, to the non-linear system of equations {F (u) = 0, g(u) = 0}, where
the initial guess u1 = u0 + ht provided as a starting point to the solver is called
the tangent predictor. Geometrically, the pseudo arc-length condition defines a
hyperplane through u1 perpendicular to t, and the corrector locates the point of
intersection of this hyperplane with the branch, which is approximately distance h
away from u0.

In the context of Coco [13, 12], an algorithm for computing a branch is referred
to as a covering algorithm; see also Chapters 1 and 3 in [16]. Covering algorithms
follow the concept of predictor-corrector methods and pseudo arc-length continua-
tion is an example of a covering algorithm for differentiable branches. On the level
of abstraction introduced by Coco [13, 12], a covering algorithm is composed of
three components: a corrector, a curve-segment and an atlas. An atlas is an in-
stance of an atlas class, which implements at least methods for the execution of a
predictor-corrector step, step-size control and handling of failure of convergence of
the corrector. In addition, an atlas maintains a representation of a branch that is
sufficient for the covering algorithm to proceed in a meaningful way. Similarly, a
curve-segment provides for a local representation of a branch and a so-called projec-
tion condition. The pseudo arc-length condition stated above is an example of such
a projection condition. Finally, the corrector implements a non-linear solver, for
example, Newton’s method. The toolbox Coco [13, 12] includes a generic driver
that assembles a covering algorithm and executes the computation of a branch given
a corrector class, a curve-segment class and an atlas class.

In this terminology, our aim is the development of a corrector, curve-segment
and atlas class suitable for solution branches of noise contaminated zero problems.
In order to motivate the requirements on such classes, we will state an intuitive
definition of a branch together with some basic observations of fundamental differ-
ences to branches of smooth zero problems. Consider a zero problem G(u) = 0,
G : Rm → Rn, that satisfies the same smoothness conditions as stated at the begin-
ning of this section. Assume further that this zero problem is not known explicitly,
but can be evaluated only implicitly through observations F (u) := G(u)+ε(u) that
are subject to observation errors ε(u). We call F (u) = 0 the noise contaminated
zero problem, while we refer to G(u) = 0 as the underlying true zero problem. As
an example, a discussion of such noise contaminated zero problems in the context
of equation-free analysis can be found in [17].

In this setting, an intuitive definition of a solution branch is a set of points
U ⊂ Rm for which the mean value M[F (u)] of the residuum is zero. In fact, this
definition seems to be the only practicable one unless more detailed information
about the observation error is available. Although this definition seems simple
enough, there are important consequences. An immediate difference to a smooth
zero problem is, that a repeated evaluation of F with the same argument will
produce different values for each evaluation. A somewhat more subtle implication
is, that the solutions of the equation M[F (u)] = 0 will, in general, not coincide
with the solutions of G(u) = 0. If the distribution of the observation error has
mean different from zero, we can only expect that solutions of M[F (u)] = 0 are
close to solutions of G(u) = 0 if the Jacobian of G is sufficiently well conditioned. In
particular, close to singular points of G we will have to expect significant deviations
between solution branches of the two zero problems.

Even in the special case that the distribution of the observation error has mean
zero we have to expect deviations, because in practice we can solve the equation
M[F (u)] = 0 with limited accuracy only. Any algorithm will be restricted to
drawing a finite sample of observations, for which the empirical mean value of the
sample is only an estimate for the actual mean. For example, if the observation error
is normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation (SD) σ, the empirical
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Figure 1: Effect of noise contamination on a zero problem. As an example, the
solution set of the zero problem µ(x − µ2) = 0 is shown in (a). It consists of four
branches that meet in a branch-point at the origin. Panel (b) shows the solution
set of |µ(x − µ2)| ≤ 0.01, illustrating the potential effect of a small perturbation
ε onto the location of a zero of the perturbed zero problem µ(x − µ2) + ε = 0.
Panel (c) shows an observation from the experiment described in Section 3, which
resembles the situation sketched in (b). The suspected location of a potentially
existing singular point is marked with ◦. Due to significant increase of the standard
deviation (SD) near a singular point, a continuation approaching the singular point
in (b) from below would proceed with high probability either on the left-hand or
right-hand branch, which is a likely explanation for the observation in (c). This is
in stark contrast to a smooth zero problem (a), for which a continuation method
would typically pass straight through the singular point and proceed on the middle
branch.

mean value is normally distributed with mean 0 and SD σ/
√
N , where N is the

size of the sample. In other words, to double the accuracy one has to quadruple the
size of the sample. As a consequence, one will obtain branches close to branches of
the true zero problem under the condition that the true zero problem is sufficiently
well-conditioned. In addition, close to singular points one will typically observe a
strong influence of noise; see Figure 1.

3 A mechanical non-linear oscillator experiment

As a test specimen for control based continuation we designed a mechanical non-
linear oscillator experiment with a number of objectives in mind. The experiment
should be simple to set-up, preferably requiring only standard equipment as used
in student projects; it should have an electromagnetic actuation system that can
be considered a prototype of active magnetic bearings in rotating machinery; and
it should be dynamically more complex than a forced one degree of freedom system
in order to extend experience of applying control based continuation beyond earlier
studies using this method [3, 4, 5, 6].

Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 2(a) and is composed of two sub-
systems, a platform driven by an electromagnetic shaker and an oscillator mounted
to the platform 2(b). In addition, two electromagnetic actuators are mounted to
both sides of the tip mass of the oscillator, which allow to apply a control force
directly to the tip mass. Both subsystems can oscillate in one direction only and,
therefore, introduce one degree of freedom each. The coupling and mass ratios of
both subsystems are such that the setup resembles a non-linear vibration absorber
mounted to a structure that is subject to some external excitation. A stiffening
spring non-linearity is realized by limiting the oscillation amplitude of a point of
the beam that is part of the oscillator 2(c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: A mechanical non-linear oscillator experiment (a) consisting of a platform
driven by an electromagnetic shaker and an oscillator mounted to the platform (b).
The displacements of platform and oscillator are measured with laser displacement
sensors installed to the right of the platform. Electromagnetic actuators mounted
to both sides of the mass allow the direct application of a control force. A hardening
spring non-linearity is realized by hard limiting the displacement of a point of the
beam (c).

To construct a zero problem for exploring branches of periodic responses we
follow the idea of control-based continuation [3, 4, 5, 6]. The key component of
this method is a so-called non-invasive feedback control, which is realized in our
experiment via a PD controller with input x(t) − y(c, t) and control target x(t) −
y(c, t) → 0. Here, x(t) is the response of the oscillator at time t, computed as the
difference of the displacement measurements at the platform and tip mass, and

y(c, t) := c1 +

5∑
k=1

ck+1 sin(k2πft) +

5∑
k=1

ck+6 cos
(
k2πft

)
(1)

is a reference signal computed as a truncated Fourier expansion of order 5. The con-
trol signal generated by the controller is fed into the electromagnetic actuators after
splitting and amplification; please refer to [1] for details. Ideally, for every chosen
excitation amplitude A, frequency f and input vector c ∈ R11 of Fourier modes, the
controlled experiment settles onto a globally unique response independent of the
initial state. Although this requirement is unnecessarily strong and control-based
continuation works well with control systems that are not globally unique in that
sense, we will assume that it holds to simplify the present discussion.

A zero problem is now constructed as follows. Assume that X(A, f, c) is a
sufficiently large discrete sample of the response that the controlled experiment
settles onto for the input A, f and c, and that F is a function computing the
first 11 Fourier modes of such a sample as in (1). Then,

F (c, A, f) := F (X(A, f, c))− c (2)

defines a zero problem with the property that, for given A and f , every solution
vector c of the equation F (c, A, f) = 0 provides an order-5 Fourier approximation
of a natural state of the uncontrolled experiment, because for F (c, A, f) = 0 the
input x(t) − y(c, t) to the PD controller satisfies F(x(t) − y(c, t)) = F(x(t)) − c ≈
0. In other words, the control force applied via the electromagnetic actuators is
essentially zero plus higher-frequency measurement noise and, hence, the function
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Figure 3: Frequency response diagrams of our mechanical non-linear oscillator ex-
periment obtained from up- ‘+’ and down- ‘◦’ sweeps (a), and from a continuation
including quantification of stability (b). For comparison, the results of the contin-
uation in (b) are overlaid on top of the sweeps (gray). The value ‖c‖ corresponds
approximately to the response amplitude in millimeters. We observe a Duffing-
oscillator type response diagram typical for a spring-mass-damper system with a
hardening spring.

y(c, t) provides an accurate approximation of a natural periodic response of the
uncontrolled experiment.

Figure 3 shows a bifurcation diagram illustrating the dynamics of the oscillator
under variations of the forcing frequency. We observe the typical response curve
of a spring-mass-damper system with stiffening spring, exhibiting a large window
of hysteresis and multi-stability. The bifurcation diagram in Figure 3(b) was ob-
tained with the most recent version of our toolbox, which allows assessing stability
of a response [2]. Stability is indicated in gray-scale along the response curve,
black corresponds to asymptotically stable responses, while gray indicates instabil-
ity. Extensive studies of the dynamics of this experiment and of a fitted one-degree
of freedom model of the oscillator were conducted in [1, 2, 18].

Although our toolbox was developed having all types of problems in mind, which
can be considered as noise contaminated zero problems, the remainder of this text
focuses exclusively on observations we collected during control-based continuation
applied to our mechanical non-linear oscillator experiment. The reason is a funda-
mental difference between an actual experiment and a computer simulation. While
in any form of computer simulation, for example, during a run of a fine-grained
model as part of an equation-free analysis, it is at least in principle possible to
access every state variable explicitly, this is not true in experiments, where only
limited information is available through measurements. This implies that in exper-
iments there can be relevant states or modes that are not observable with a given
setup of sensors. For example, in our experiment we are certain that for some forc-
ing frequencies torsional modes of the beam are excited. However, these are not
observable directly with our setup of displacement sensors, but nevertheless affect
a control based continuation, because energy is transferred between observable and
unobservable modes leading to additional and possibly systematic observation er-
rors. Therefore, we consider control-based continuation applied to an actual exper-
iment as the hardest test case for algorithm development. This working hypothesis
is supported by our observation that all algorithms we tested during the course of
our development that succeeded in the experiment also succeeded in simulations
while the converse did not hold.

We started the development of the toolbox Continex [12, 19] using basic atlas
and curve segment tutorial classes as described in [13]. As a starting point for a cor-
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Figure 4: Approximation of a set of points, equally spaced with respect to arc-
length along the parabola µ = −x2, using the algorithm of Section 4.1 and fitting
to a third-order polynomial. Using the vertical tangent at the origin reproduces the
parabola exactly (b), while other choices (here either end point of the sequence)
result in non-zero third-order contributions (a) and (c). Note that in all three
cases the approximations are close to the sample points, that is, the approximation
polynomials interpolate with high accuracy. However, as seen in (a) and (c) the
accuracy of an extrapolation of the solution curve is often observed to be rather
poor.

rector we used a copy of a class implementing a Newton-like method with Broyden
updates, which was shipped with Coco [13, 12]. In a first version we implemented
algorithms as were used in early applications of control-based continuation [3, 4, 6].

4 A history of challenges

The toolbox Continex [12, 19] was subject to significant evolution during the
course of its development and, here, we will give an account of the major obstacles
we encountered along the way, and of ideas how to overcome these. The contents
of this section is based on notes taken during supervised experiments, which are
hand-written and included as a scan in the data package [19]. The observations
recollected below provide important background information motivating a number
of non-trivial features of our algorithms. However, the formal description of our
algorithms in Section 5 is kept independent of the observational material presented
here.

4.1 Failure of polynomial approximations

In a first version of our toolbox we implemented a polynomial least-squares approx-
imation of a curve segment similar to earlier work [3, 4, 6]. The objective is to
construct a smoothened local representation of a branch to enable the application
of an existing covering algorithm for differentiable branches, for example, pseudo
arc-length continuation, which seems to be a natural starting point for development.

If we denote the normalized vector of the continuation direction with t and a sam-
ple of points with uk, k = 1, . . . , N , and compute the base points xk := tT (uk−u1)
and normal deviations yk := uk − u1 − xkt, we obtain an overdetermined system
of linear equations for computing the coefficients of an approximating polynomial
y = pr(x) of degree r < N . The basic idea of continuation is to shift an approx-
imation window in the direction of t along the branch with shift-size equal to the
continuation step-size. Depending on the window size, consecutive windows can be
disjoint or overlap.
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Figure 5: Approximation of a sequence of points, drawn from normal distributions
with SD 0.025 and mean values equally spaced with respect to arc-length along
the parabola µ = −5x2, using the algorithm of Section 4.1 and fitting to a third-
order polynomial. Using the mean direction vector results in a polynomial that
interpolates the sample reasonably well, but extrapolates poorly (a). Using the
a-priori knowledge about the distribution of points along the parabola, that is, the
vertical tangent through the origin, results in an approximation polynomial with
significantly better extrapolation properties (b).

Although this approach seems feasible, we discovered serious problems, in par-
ticular, when passing through a sharp turning point. As it turns out, the quality
of the polynomial approximation is quite sensitive to the choice of continuation
direction; see Figures 4 and 5. Furthermore, fast uniform convergence of the ap-
proximating polynomials for increasing degree r relies on fast overall decay of the
derivatives of the branch represented as a function of x within the approximation
window. The latter condition can be satisfied, for example, if t is a vector tangent
to some point of the branch inside the approximation window and if the size of
the approximation window can be reduced arbitrarily. Unfortunately, to obtain a
useful estimate for a tangent direction for noise contaminated zero problems, the
size of the approximation window must be significantly larger than the SD of the
observation error, and, hence, cannot be reduced arbitrarily. As a consequence,
we observed regular and systematic failure of our continuation algorithm close to
points where the branch has high curvature or where the SD of the observation
error increases for some reason.

One could argue that some of the detrimental observations mentioned above are
due to the fact that we use a simplified approximation problem with base points
xk that are computed a-priori. In the more general setting of non-linear total least
squares, also referred to as curve approximation, the base points xk are part of
the unknowns of a = argmin{a∈Rr+1}min{xk∈Rm} ‖pr(xk) − uk‖22, where a is the
vector of parameters of pr. This least-squares problem is inherently non-linear for
r > 1 and, therefore, would require an additional iterative solver. While using curve
approximation is likely to result in better approximations as indicated in Figure 5,
at this point we decided to follow the path of reducing the overall complexity of our
toolbox by seeking simpler algorithms instead of implementing more complicated
ones. As a result of this strategy, we arrived at an algorithm that uses a secant
approximation through points sampled and averaged inside the corrector instead of
along a curve segment, as outlined in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

4.2 Failure of traditional step-size control

A key component of a robust covering algorithm is step-size control to enable adap-
tation to the local geometry of a branch. Typical methods are based on curvature,
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Adaptation of the continuation step-size based on bounding the angle
between two successive continuation directions. In the case of smooth zero prob-
lems (a) one typically uses the tangent vector as continuation direction. The step-
size is reduced if the local curvature increases, and increased again if the local
curvature decreases. In the case of noise-contaminated zero problems (b) it is nat-
ural to use the vector through two successively computed points as a continuation
direction. Here, we frequently observed that the step-size is not increased again
after passing through a segment with higher local curvature, if the continuation
step-size was reduced to a value comparable with the SD of the observation error.

for example, bounding the angle between two successive tangent vectors, or on
counting the number of correction steps. Since for noise contaminated zero prob-
lems the number of correction steps can vary randomly, and we observed quite
extreme variations in our experiments, the latter approach will lead to rather er-
ratic changes of the step-size. Hence, our initial attempts were focused on applying
curvature based step-size control.

We experimented with two different measures of curvature for step-size control:
the angle between two successive continuation directions, and an estimate of the
approximation error of a polynomial approximation, computed as the difference
between two fits with polynomials of degree 2 and 3. Our experience can be sum-
marized as follows: the method performs as expected as long as the step size is
significantly larger than the SD of the observation error. As soon as the step-size
has to be reduced to a value comparable with this SD due to high curvature, we
observed frequently that the step-size control failed to increase the step-size again
after leaving the region of high curvature; see Figure 6. The reason for this detri-
mental behavior is, that we found it impossible to implement a simple test that
could reliably distinguish between a situation of high curvature and low SD, and a
situation of high SD and low curvature. Another side effect of this phenomenon of
stuck small step-size is, that the continuation path becomes highly jagged on the
scale of the continuation step-size.

Since we found it impractical to apply an advanced algorithm for step-size con-
trol, we turned our attention to basic methods. As mentioned at the beginning of
this section, while counting correction steps N and computing N/Ntar, where Ntar

is the number of iterations targeted by step-size control, will result in rather ran-
dom choices of step-sizes, the binary events of success and failure of the correction
method are much less affected by noise. In addition, a failure of convergence must
be handled in any case. The basic idea of using the events of success and failure for
step-size control is that continuation tries to proceed with constant step-size, which
is modified only in the event of failure of correction.
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Figure 7: Sketch of the progress of continuation with constant step-size, secant
direction as continuation direction and pseudo arc-length condition as projection
condition. In particular, using a linear projection condition tends to show unwanted
behavior when encountering certain geometric features with a size comparable to
the (minimal) continuation step-size. For example, in our experiment we observed
largely varying actual distances between consecutive points and suspect that this
behavior is caused by small hysteresis loops along the branch.
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Figure 8: Sample of runs taken from a sequence of 9 runs. All runs started at the
lower-right point at 8.5Hz. Only 4 out of all 9 runs succeeded (a). The reason
for failure was that at certain frequencies the continuation often turned back and
started recomputing the already covered part of the branch. The version of the
code used for this sequence of runs employed a test for detecting a turn around.
Therefore, the continuation would either terminate if a turn around was detected (b)
or double cover in case the test failed to detect the turn around (c).

4.3 Occurrence of large jumps and double covering

Two observations we made frequently during experiments were the occurrence of
continuation steps for which the distance between two successive points along a
branch was several times larger than the continuation step-size as sketched in Fig-
ure 7, and the observation that the continuation would either start oscillating around
a point without progressing, or turn back and cover the already computed part a
second time; see Figure 8. In particular, the last problem occurred with such a
frequency that it was observed in more than half of our continuation runs.

Although these observations seem unrelated, they are actually both caused by
the choice of the continuation direction. Large jumps occur when a continuation
direction that is almost perpendicular to the branch is chosen for some reason. This
was observed in a region where we suspect the existence of a small hysteresis loop,
see Figure 7, and can also occur in regions of higher SD of the observation error.
Since we cannot exclude such choices of continuation directions, this problem was
addressed by using non-linear projection conditions, which ensure that the actual
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Figure 9: Shifting an approximation window containing n consecutively computed
points (b) along with the continuation seems a way to allow using small continuation
step-sizes while ensuring that the continuation direction changes slowly from step
to step. On the other hand, this conservative choice of continuation direction can
result in predicted points from which the correction converges to a point in back-
ward direction (a). The sketch in (a) also illustrates that an averaged continuation
direction counteracts the effect of a trust region around the predicted point. For the
averaged direction shown, the point in backward direction is closer to the predicted
point than the point in forward direction. Using the almost vertical secant direction
instead would resolve this problem, a trust region would reject the solution point
in backward direction.

distance between two consecutive points is bounded relative to the continuation
step-size. A drawback of such conditions is, that a point in the backward direction
is often also a solution, that is, the continuation might turn back depending on which
point the corrector converges to; see Figure 9(a). We addressed the latter problem
successfully by defining a spherical trust region around the predicted point, which
prevents using points in backward direction; for technical details see Section 5.2.

The oscillatory behavior and the turning back of the continuation are mainly
observed when using more than two points for estimating the continuation direc-
tion. The objective of using more points for estimating the continuation direction
is to allow using small continuation step-sizes that are of the order of the SD of
the observation error; see Figure 9(b). It may sound surprising that this fails, be-
cause it seems that if a continuation succeeds with step-size h using two points, it
should also succeed with step-size h/2 using three points for estimating the contin-
uation direction. However, this is not what we observed in experiments. Using two
consecutive points only, our most recent algorithm typically succeeds, while using
three or more points often leads to a situation where the corrector converges to a
point in backward direction; see Figure 9(a). If higher accuracy and smaller step-
sizes are required in an application, it is recommended to increase the number of
points sampled inside the corrector to reduce the SD of the computed means, which
will also reduce the influence of random fluctuations on the computed continuation
directions and, therefore, allow for using smaller step-sizes.

4.4 Effects of slow drift of environmental parameters

A subtle effect we did not discover for a long time is caused by a slow drift of
environmental parameters that are beyond the control of the experimentalist. While
we observed visible differences between bifurcation diagrams recorded at different
times of a day as illustrated in Figure 10, we did not expect that such differences
would have any effect at the time scale of a prediction-correction step. By the time
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Figure 10: Drift of sweeps (a) and the bifurcation diagram (b) observed during a
sequence of 9 consecutive runs, shown here as an overlay of plots. The start times
of subsequent runs are spaced by approximately 100 minutes. While all branches
match quite well for their largest parts, we observe a significant drift of the upper-
right fold point of about 0.4Hz during the 15 hours of combined run time.
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Figure 11: Due to a slow change of environmental parameters, a branch might drift
away from its original location (a) during the time required for computing a new
point. Continuation will succeed if the drift remains small (b), but might fail if the
drift becomes too large (c).

of this discovery we were already using a non-linear projection condition to avoid
large jumps as discussed in the previous section. Furthermore, we were testing a
strategy in Newton’s method for computing mean values of solution points with
high statistical quality. Unfortunately, sometimes this correction process required
several minutes of run time, which was apparently enough time for the solution
branch to drift out of reach of the non-linear projection condition.

As an illustrative example of this effect let us use a non-linear projection condi-
tion that defines a sphere with radius h around the initial point u0; see Figure 11(a).
The point u0 was produced by the covering algorithm in the previous continuation
step and, hence, the sphere typically intersects with the branch in at least two points.
The corrector will attempt to locate the point u1 in forward direction. What we
discovered was, that while the point u0 computed at time T0 was a solution at time
T0, this did no longer hold true as the corrector progressed; see Figure 11(b). In
fact, in certain situations the corrector required so much computation time that the
branch drifted away from u0 to a distance larger than h, which means that there
was no solution any more and correction failed as a consequence; see Figure 11(c).
Obviously, reducing the step size after correction failed is counterproductive in this
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situation.
The impact of slow drift is particularly problematic if a correction step must

be repeated. Typically, a correction step is considered unsuccessful if the number
of iterations of the corrector exceeds a user-defined maximum, which might need
to be quite large for noise-contaminated zero problems. Since in experiments the
computation time of the corrector is dominated by the measurement time per cor-
rection step, reducing the number of unnecessarily executed correction steps will
also reduce drift. Therefore, our key technique to address drift is an additional test
that stops the corrector as soon as there is an indication that correction might not
succeed, and to retry with different settings assuming that u0 is still close enough
to the branch we try to continue and that the modified settings increase the chances
of success; see Sections 5.1 and 5.3 for details. A second technique to reduce the
impact of slow drift is to use a non-linear pseudo arc-length condition that is tai-
lored towards avoiding large jumps while still catching drifting branches. These two
somewhat competing requirements lead to the invention of the egg-shape condition
described in Section 5.2.

5 A continuation method for noise contaminated
zero problems

The toolbox Continex [12, 19] implements a predictor-corrector continuation
method, which is taylored towards noise-contaminated zero problems. It proceeds
as usual, starting from a known solution point and a vector defining the continuation
direction, the predictor produces a new initial solution guess, which is subsequently
corrected back to the branch by the corrector. An important modification to a
traditional method is, that our method uses two modes of operation. The predictor
initializes the mode of operation to converge and the corrector proceeds in con-
verge mode until a first point is accepted. The corrector then changes the mode of
operation to sample and continues to collect acceptable points until a statistically
motivated condition is satisfied. The mean of the collected points is returned by the
corrector as the new solution point along the branch. After successful computation
of a new solution point the continuation direction is updated and the procedure
is repeated. The detailed description of our method presented in this section fol-
lows the conventions introduced by Coco [13, 12], where a covering algorithm is
composed of a zero problem together with an atlas, curve segment and corrector
class.

5.1 An atlas class for noise-contaminated zero problems

The atlas class of the toolbox Continex [12, 19] combines the functionality of
the curve segment and corrector classes to a predictor-corrector pseudo arc-length
covering algorithm with secant prediction. In addition, the atlas class implements
step size control and handling of so-called gaps, which are regions on the solution
branch where severe convergence problems are observed during correction.

Our algorithm for step size control follows the idea of using observations of
the convergence of the corrector for adaptation of the step size. Typically, the
number of iterations is used as an indication for adjustments, which works well for
problems with sufficient smoothness. For noise contaminated zero problems, this
translates to monitoring an estimate of the expected value of iterations, which is
unnecessarily expensive. Therefore, we take only the events of success and failure
of the corrector into account, which requires only a single execution of the corrector
in each continuation step. Our algorithm is simple, we attempt to execute every
continuation step with the maximum step size hmax and modify the step size only
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Figure 12: Illustration of the performance of failure-based step-size control. Pan-
els (a) and (b) show the number of trials and the total number of correction steps
for continuation runs with hmax = 0.2 and hmax = 0.1, respectively. In both cases,
continuation proceeded along the branch shown in (c) and (d) in two different pro-
jections, as a frequency-response plot in (c) and a frequency-phase plot in (d). The
continuation started at the endpoint at 8.5Hz. The data in each panel is collected
from 3 different runs with coarser (a) and finer (b) step size. To allow a comparison,
the data is plotted as a function of normalized arc-length. We observe consistently
that in all runs a larger number of correction steps was executed near s = 0.1 (la-
bel 1), s = 0.275 (label 2), s = 0.55 (label 3) and s = 0.75 (label 4). These points
are highlighted in panels (c) and (d) to illustrate their location in the bifurcation
diagram. The phase θ in (d) is computed as atan2(c2,c7), where c2 and c7 are the
first-order sin and cos components of the Fourier modes (1), respectively.
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in the case that correction fails. This will result in a covering of the solution branch
with points mostly equi-distributed with respect to pseudo arc-length and some
regions with a denser or coarser mesh. Figure 12 illustrates this strategy with data
collected in 6 different runs, of which 3 runs were executed with a coarser step size
of hmax = 0.2 and the other 3 runs with the finer step size hmax = 0.1. For most
points the corrector converges quickly with minimal number of iterations, while in
some areas a larger number of iterations or even a second trial are necessary.

Our atlas algorithm will attempt up to Ntrial executions of a predictor-corrector
step, where for each trial a user can specify a different set of parameters for the
corrector algorithm, for example, different tolerances. In addition, one can specify
a different prediction step-size for each trial, as well as whether or not an accepted
point should be marked as a gap, that is, as a point with insufficient accuracy that
is accepted only for the purpose of being able to proceed with the continuation in
some way. Reduction and increase of the continuation step-size are implemented via
re-scaling of the reference step-size used by the curve segment class. Our covering
algorithm initially uses a curve segment with reference step size h = hmax and, unless
specified otherwise, uses the default scaling factors sk = 1 − λk(1 − hmin/hmax),
λk = (k − 1)/(Ntrial − 1), for each trial k = 1, . . . , Ntrial of correction. That is, the
default scaling sequence results in a linear down-scaling from hmax to hmin for each
trial.

A peculiarity of solution branches defined by noise affected zero problems is that
correction with higher accuracy might fail at small subsets of the solution branch
for various reasons. Since, in particular, in experiments it is very expensive to
terminate a continuation run because of temporary convergence problems, we try
to pass through regions of poor convergence by using a scaling factor of sNtrial

= 2
for the last trial together with very loose conditions for accepting points by the
corrector. The expectation is that continuation will resume with full accuracy after
just a few such steps. Our covering algorithm allows to mark points in such regions
as gap points, and keeps track of how many consecutive points were marked as a
gap point. For example, points accepted in our final attempt with sNtrial

= 2 are
marked as gap points. If the number of consecutive gap points exceeds a predefined
maximum the continuation ultimately terminates.

As a consequence of this strategy of proceeding by all means, one ought to inves-
tigate the convergence behavior along a branch after data collection. For example,
points marked along the branch with labels 1-4 in Figure 12 correspond to loca-
tions where correction consistently required a larger number of iterations or even an
additional trial. Investigating different representations of a solution branch might
provide clues as to why one observed slower convergence near some points. For
example, near the points 1 and 3 we observe small kinks that indicate that slow
convergence might be caused by the local geometry of the branch. On the other
hand, at points 2 and 4 the branch seems to be rather smooth, indicating that
in these regions slow convergence might be due to peculiar effects not reflected in
the bifurcation diagram. Here, further experiments under human supervision seem
warranted, while for the remaining parts of the bifurcation diagram the behavior of
the impact oscillator experiment seems to be captured accurately.

5.2 A curve segment class with non-linear arc-length condi-
tion

The curve segment class of the toolbox Continex [12, 19] implements a secant
approximation of a curve segment to the solution branch and secant prediction,
which are simple algorithms for interpolation and prediction requiring only weak
assumptions on existence and regularity of solutions. Essentially, if the error in
the estimation of the mean value of a solution point provided by the corrector is
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Figure 13: Generating curves of the ellipse (a) and parabola (b) shapes. The
continuation direction is aligned with the x-axis and the gray arc indicates the
boundary of the trust region. Only points to the right of this boundary will be
accepted. The eccentricity of the generating ellipse can be modified by choosing the
parameter λ.

small compared with the continuation step size, this method will succeed if the zero
set of the projection condition intersects the noise-contaminated solution branch
transversally. Furthermore, the curve segment class provides three different non-
linear projection conditions, which define rotationally symmetric hyper surfaces we
refer to as shapes. The symmetry axis of each shape is the line in continuation
direction through the starting point.

Denote with x := tT (u − u0) the orthogonal projection of u onto t and based
at u0, with y := u − u0 − xt the projection onto the hyper plane through u0 and
normal to t, and with h the continuation step size. Our non-linear projection
conditions can then be written in the general form G(x, yT y) = 0, which implies
rotational symmetry with respect to the x-axis. In the case that u ∈ R2 this
equation defines a planar curve that we refer to as the generating curve and we use
the name of a generating curve to refer to its corresponding shape. Furthermore,
we will below use a representation of generating curves in Cartesian coordinates
(x, y) that is straightforward to translate into a representation in the coordinates
above using the substitution (x, y2) 7→ (x, yT y). As an important technical detail,
the specific definition G of a shape was selected to ensure that the derivative of
s 7→ G(sx, (sy)T (sy)), s ∈ R, is of order 1 for any choice of x and y, if possible.
That is, the surface defined by G(x, y2) = z in the coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ R3 is
approximately conical with slope 1.

For each shape the curve segment class defines a pull-back map and a radius
for a trust region. A trust region is a ball around the predicted point and used to
restrict the iteration process of the corrector to a neighborhood of the predicted
point. The primary aim of the trust region is to restrict function evaluations to a
region of safe operation of an experiment and to prevent accidental branch jumping
in case the controlled experiment is not globally unique as outlined in Section 3.
A secondary goal is to avoid that points in direction −t from u0 are accepted. A
pull-back map computes for any given point a unique point on a shape. In other
words, it “pulls” a point not on the shape “back” onto the shape. Pull-back maps
are used by the corrector and their application effectively eliminates the additional
non-linearity introduced by the shape functions by explicitly restricting the iterates
of the corrector to the shape.

Ellipse-shapes are generated by an ellipse with numerical eccentricity c/a = λ
and major half axis a := h/(1 + λ), where 0 ≤ λ < 1 is a parameter chosen by the
user; see Figure 13(a). For λ = 0 we obtain a circle with radius h and for λ > 0 an
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Figure 14: The egg-shape without the case distinction (6) has two disconnected
components (a), the case distinction removes the component located in the half-
plane x > 2 while preserving differentiability. The continuation direction is aligned
with the x-axis and the gray arc indicates the boundary of the trust region. Only
points to the right of this boundary will be accepted. Panel (b) shows a comparison
of all non-linear shapes together with the ‘line-shape’ corresponding to the pseudo
arc-length condition. The shapes in (b) are restricted to their respective trust
regions. In this coordinate system, the predicted point is located at (1, 0) and the
base point u0 of the continuation step at the origin (0, 0).

ellipse with u0 located in its left-hand focal point. In our implementation we use
the inverse golden mean λ = 2/(1 +

√
5) ≈ 0.618 as default, which results in a good

balance between eccentricity and maximum curvature and was observed to perform
well as a non-linear projection condition.

The ellipse-shape is defined as

G(x, y2) :=

√
b

a
(x− c)2 +

a

b
y2 −

√
ab. (3)

As trust region we use the ball (x − h)2 + y2 ≤ h2 with radius h equal to the
continuation step size. The pull-back map of the ellipse-shape is defined as the
intersection of the vector d := u−(u0+ct) with the shape, given by u 7→ (u0+ct)+sd,
where

s :=

√
ab

b
a cos2 α+ a

b sin2 α
. (4)

In our implementation we exploit the equalities cosα = tT (u − u0)/‖u − u0‖2 and
sin2 α = 1− cos2 α.

The parabola-shape is generated by a parabola chosen to satisfy the two condi-
tions y(h) = 0 and y(0) = ±h. The shape is defined as

G(x, y2) := h(x− h) + y2 = 0, (5)

and we chose the trust region (x−h)2 + y2 ≤ 6h2 such that its boundary intersects
the parabola at (x, y2) = (−h, 2h2). The pull-back map of the parabola-shape
is defined as the intersection of the vector d := u − u0 with the shape, given by
u 7→ u0 + (1/s)d, where s is the positive solution of the quadratic equation h(x/s−
h) + (y/s)2 = 0. Note that we use reciprocal scaling for a numerically stable
computation of s.

The egg-shape is generated by the curve
√
x2 + y2 = r(x/h), where

r(z) := 1 +

{
0 z ≥ 1,
c0 + c1z + c2z

2 + c3z
3 z < 1,

(6)
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c = (1/27)(14, −24, 6, 4), is a distance function with the properties r(1) = 1,
r′(1) = 0, r(−2) = 2, r′(−2) = 0. These properties ensure that the interior of
the egg-shape is a convex set and that the radius of curvature at z = 1 is equal
to 1. Furthermore, r is continuously differentiable. As trust region we use the ball
(x − h)2 + y2 ≤ 3.32h, where the factor 3.32 was chosen after inspection of the
graphical representation; see Figure 14(a). The pull-back map of the egg-shape is
defined as the intersection of the vector d := u − u0 with the egg-shape, given by
u 7→ u0 + sd, where the scaling factor s is computed iteratively with a subdivision
algorithm.

Note the trade-off between a simple explicit expression for the derivative of the
shape function and a simple pull-back formula. We use a simple expression for
the radius function r in Cartesian coordinates, which gives a simple expression for
the derivative, but requires an approximation method for computing the pull-back
map. However, since experiment and continuation run asynchronously and the run
time is determined by measurements and not computations, this trade-off seems
of little practical relevance. If necessary, one could replace the iteration method
with a look-up table defining the pull-back radius as a function of cosα as for the
ellipse-shape.

The ellipse-shape results in a behavior that a user would expect intuitively. If
the local curvature of the solution branch is high, a smaller continuation step size
is used, because the length of the line l from u0 to a point on the ellipse is a strictly
monotonically decreasing function of the angle between l and t. Conversely, for the
egg-shape this length is strictly monotonically increasing, which might be counter
intuitive. However, this holds true for the pseudo arc-length condition as well.
In fact, the egg-shape leads to considerably smaller distances between consecutive
points than the pseudo arc-length condition. The parabola-shape is a compromise
between the ellipse- and the egg-shape. However, our experience indicates that this
shape might be useful in exceptional situations only. For smooth problems with no
or negligible noise the ellipse-shape performs best. For problems with considerable
noise levels, and/or considerable drift of solutions over time, the egg-shape is the
shape of choice; see Figure 14(b) for a graphical comparison.

A curve segment selects a projection condition depending on the mode of op-
eration of the covering algorithm. While in converge mode one of the non-linear
projection conditions defined above is used, in sample mode we always use the affine
linear projection condition

gT (u− ũ) = 0, (7)

where ũ is a point provided by the corrector, and g is the normalized gradient vector
of the shape surface function at ũ. That is, g is a vector normal to the shape at
the point ũ and any u satisfying (7) lies in a hyper plane tangent to the shape.
Furthermore, in sample mode the identity is used as pull-back map. Using (7) as
projection condition and the identity as pull-back map ensures that all subsequently
accepted points are samples of a distribution with mean value on the hyperplane
defined by (7).

5.3 A modified damped Newton method

The corrector class of the toolbox Continex [12, 19] implements a variation of the
damped Newton method uk = uk−1 − γkdk, k = 1, 2, . . . , where 0 < γk ≤ 1 is a
damping factor and the Newton correction dk is computed as the solution of a system
of linear equations Jk−1dk = F (uk−1). This iteration is usually repeated until ei-
ther ‖dk‖2 is smaller than a prescribed tolerance, or the number of iterations exceeds
a certain value. The damping factor in step k is computed as γk = γαm, where γ
and α are some positive real numbers and the exponent m is either the smallest
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integer 0 ≤ m ≤ mmax such that the descent condition ‖F (uk)‖2 ≤ ‖F (uk−1)‖2
is satisfied, or m = mmax, for some choice of mmax. If Jk−1 is the linearization
of F at uk−1 we obtain Newton’s method and Newton-like methods otherwise. In
our experiments we typically use γ = 1, α = 1/2 and mmax = 4. As outlined in
Section 5.4, our zero problem provides a matrix Jk−1 that is the result of Broyden
updates of a finite-difference approximation.

Our main modifications to this basic algorithm are (A) the introduction of a-
priori damping, (B) the restriction of iterates to the intersection of a trust region
with a trusted set, (C) using a pull-back operation pbm : Rn → Rn that ensures that
some equations of the zero problem are satisfied exactly, (D) collecting a sample Σ
of acceptable points, and (E) statistically motivated stopping conditions. A sketch
of the resulting modified Newton method is

1. Set Σ = ∅, k = 0, mode = converge.

2. Set k = k + 1, γ = 1; evaluate Fk−1 = F (uk−1); compute Jk−1 ≈ F ′(uk−1);
solve Jk−1dk = Fk−1 for dk.

3. Reduce γ such that ‖γdk‖2 is sufficiently small compared with ‖uk−1‖2.

4. Further reduce γ such that pbm(uk−1 − γdk) is an element of a trusted set.

5. For m = 1, . . . ,mmax do

(a) Compute uk = pbm(uk−1 − γdk).

(b) If uk inside trust region, go to step 7.

(c) Further reduce γ: set γ = αγ.

6. Return with error.

7. For m = m, . . . ,mmax do

(a) Compute uk = pbm(uk−1 − γdk).

(b) If ‖dk‖2 ≤ TOL and
∥∥mean

(
{F (uk)}∪F (Σ)

)∥∥
2
≤ ResTOL, go to step 9.

(c) If
∥∥mean

(
{F (uk)} ∪ F (Σ)

)∥∥
2
≤
∥∥mean

(
{F (uk−1)} ∪ F (Σ)

)∥∥
2
, go to

step 8.

(d) Further reduce γ: set γ = αγ.

8. Check stopping conditions and either repeat at step 2 or return with error.

9. Set mode = sample; add uk to Σ; check stopping conditions and either return
u∗ = mean(Σ) as solution or repeat at step 2.

The a-priori damping (A) is implemented in step 3, the restriction (B) in steps 4
and 5, the sampling (D) is used in steps 7b, 7c and 9, the stopping conditions (E)
in steps 8 and 9, and the pull-back map (C) whenever a new iterate is computed.
Note that this Newton algorithm does not stop after the first point has been ac-
cepted, but rather continues until a sufficiently large number of acceptable points
has been collected in Σ. The mean of these collected points is then returned as an
approximation to the mean of the solution.

The quite elaborate sequence of preparation steps 3 to 5 aims at producing
starting values form and λ, m ≥ 1 as small as possible and λ ≤ 1 as large as possible,
such that the loop in step 7 is still executed only once. To give a precise description
of these steps, define the scaling function z = scl(x, y), scl : Rn × Rn → Rn, as the
function that returns a vector z with components zi := yi/(1 + |xi|), that is, z is a
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component-wise scaling of y relative to the elements of x. With this function, the
a-priori damping in step 3 can be written as γ 7→ min{γ, Smax/r}, where

r :=
‖scl(uk−1, dk)‖2

1 + ‖scl(uk−1, uk−1)‖2
(8)

is a relative Newton step size, and the maximum relative Newton step size Smax > 0
is a real number chosen by the user. In other words, the a-priori damping is
either the identity if γr ≤ Smax, that is, for sufficiently small ‖dk‖2 compared
with ‖uk−1‖2, or a suitable downscaling of the damping factor γ. We usually use
Smax = 1/10.

In step 4 we further restrict γ such that the point pbm(uk−1 − γdk) is an element
of a trusted set. The rationale behind this restriction is to avoid correction steps that
are too large for an experimental setup to handle. We also observed that restricting
the size of correction steps aggressively lead to a more uniform convergence and
more robustness to noise in our experiments. Let U be a finite non-empty set of
points in Rn. The trusted set

V (U, δ) := {x ∈ Rn | min
y∈U

(‖x− y‖2) ≤ δ} (9)

is the union of closed balls with radius δ > 0 around each point in U . To obtain a
suitable value for γ we apply the map

γ 7→ σγδ/min
y∈U

(‖pbm(uk−1 − γdk)− y‖2) (10)

repeatedly until pbm(uk−1 − γdk) ∈ V (U, δ). Here, 0 < σ < 1 is a safety factor
ensuring termination of the repetition after a finite number of steps if uk−1 ∈ U .
In our implementation we always include uk−1 and all accepted points Σ in the
trusted set and a user can choose to include a larger number of past iterates. We
usually set σ = 0.95 and the distance δ is a fraction D/N of the radius D of the
trust region, where N is typically an element of {4, 5, 6}.

In step 5, before executing the common damping method, we ensure that the
point pbm(uk−1 − γdk) is an element of a trust region. In our case, the trust region
is simply the ball B(u0, D) with radius D around the initial point u0 and represents
the expectation that the solution cannot lie further away from u0 than D. In other
words, if the Newton iterations leave the trust region, we assume that this attempt
of approximating a solution failed. To obtain a suitable value for γ, we apply the
map γ 7→ αγ repeatedly until either pbm(uk−1 − γdk) ∈ B(u0, D) or the number
m of repetitions exceeds mmax. If the resulting point pbm(uk−1 − γdk) is not an
element of the trust region, our Newton method stops with an error.

After this preparation we execute in step 7 the traditional damping steps as
explained at the beginning of this section, continuing with the count m and the
value of γ resulting from step 5. The only modifications are the application of
the pull-back map in 7a, the stopping condition in 7b, and the descend condi-
tion in 7c. In each iteration we check whether or not the two conditions ‖dk‖2 ≤
TOL and

∥∥mean
(
{F (uk)} ∪ F (Σ)

)∥∥
2
≤ ResTOL for accepting a point are sat-

isfied simultaneously, where TOL and ResTOL are user-defined tolerances and
mean

(
{F (uk)} ∪ F (Σ)

)
is computed as

mean
(
{F (uk)} ∪ F (Σ)

)
:=

1

N + 1

(
F (uk) +

N∑
i=1

F (uki)

)
, (11)

where N is the number of previously accepted points and ki, i = 1, . . . , N , are the
indices of the accepted points collected in Σ. Consequently, our corrector algorithm
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accepts and collects any point for which the mean of the residues remains below
a prescribed tolerance, that is, if some accepted points have very small residuum,
points with a residuum somewhat larger than ResTOL become acceptable as well.
The condition on the mean value is motivated by the property of linear functions
that the residuum of the mean is equal to the mean of the residues, and well-
justified in the case that the mean value of F can locally be approximated by a
linear function.

The requirement of satisfying two conditions simultaneously might sound re-
strictive. However, in our experiments we found it very useful to reject points
resulting from a small Newton step but having large residuum, and points having
small residuum but resulting from a larger and possibly random jump. In other
words, the combined condition helps eliminating false positives. For problems with
no or negligible noise one of the conditions is typically redundant. Setting one of
the tolerances to Inf will disable the test.

Differently to a traditional Newton method, our method does not terminate in
step 9 upon acceptance of a single point, but rather changes the working mode to
sample mode, inserts the point into the set Σ of accepted points, and continues iter-
ating in sample mode until sufficiently many acceptable points have been collected.
The first accepted point uk1 is used as the base point ũ in the projection condi-
tion (7). As a reminder, operating in sample mode means that for all remaining
iterations the curve segment class applies an affine-linear projection condition for
which the mean of any finite subset of solutions is a solution as well.

Whenever a point is accepted in step 9, this point is inserted into the collection Σ
of accepted points and we test if the stopping condition∣∣∣{i ∈ N

∣∣ ‖uki − u∗‖2 ≤ %, i = 1, . . . , N
}∣∣∣ ≥ Nmin, (12)

where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A, is satisfied. That is, we stop the
iteration process if the number of accepted points that lie within a ball of radius %
around the mean value u∗ = mean(Σ) = (1/N)(uk1 + · · ·+ukN

) is larger or equal to
the value Nmin. The mean value u∗ is then returned as the result of the correction
step.

In steps 8 and 9 our algorithm uses in total three conditions for termination, the
first of which is returning in step 9 after successful computation of a collection Σ
satisfying (12). Secondly, our method terminates with an error in step 8, if

k + max(Nmin −N, 0) > kmax, (13)

where N = |Σ| is the current collection size, Nmin is the minimum collection size
used in (12) and kmax is the maximum number of correction steps allowed. That
is, we terminate the computation as soon as it becomes impossible to collect at
least Nmin points.

The final condition for termination, also used in step 8, is

k − kmin > Nceil
(
(kmax − kmin)/Nmin

)
, (14)

where kmin and kmax are the minimum and maximum number of correction steps
to be executed and the function ceil(x) computes the smallest integer larger than
or equal to x. This condition requires for successful correction that, after an initial
phase of kmin correction steps, points are collected in Σ with a certain minimum
frequency. This requirement aims at stopping the correction as soon as a low rate
of collecting points indicates that correction might not succeed with the current
settings in order to enable a subsequent attempt of correction with different settings
as fast as possible. Forcing a fast termination in such a case is motivated by avoiding
a large drift of the branch during a prediction-correction step.
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5.4 A zero problem for continuation in experiments

The toolbox Continex [12, 19] provides an abstract framework for communica-
tion with experiments and simulations, and a number of more specialized classes
for communication with Simulink models (synchronous and asynchronous), ex-
periments connected to a dSPACE real-time control board (asynchronous), and
simulations using Matlab’s ODE suite (synchronous). The abstract framework
is suitable for continuation in experiments as well as continuation of solutions of
so-called equation-free models. Here, we will focus on the abstract framework and
refer to the documentation and examples shipped with Continex [12, 19] for details
about the classes for specialized types of problems.

Constructing an instance of a continex zero problem requires a handle to a
function F : Rn × Rm → Rn returning a residuum vector given an input vector
x ∈ Rn and a vector of parameters p ∈ Rm, and an initial guess of a solution
point u0 = (x0, p0). The evaluation of the function F may not be unique, that is,
repeated evaluations of F with the same argument vectors may result in different
residuum vectors due to uncertainties or an evaluation process affected by noise.
Upon successful construction, an instance of a continex zero problem will provide
for the evaluation of F and its linearization, an optional scaling of variables and
residues, and caching of function values to avoid redundant evaluation for efficiency.

We will not comment on the evaluation of F , which is simply delegated to
the function provided by the user. Furthermore, we will only give some general
guidelines for scaling, which is otherwise largely problem dependent. Since for noise-
or uncertainty-affected function evaluations it is usually not possible to require high
accuracies in the corrector, it is often necessary to scale individual components of
the input and output vectors at the interface between continuation and function
evaluation. The scaling should be such that the most relevant components of the
solution vector are of a reasonable order of magnitude compared with the tolerances
prescribed in the corrector. If possible, the scaling also ensures that the noise level is
of comparable order for all components. The functionality provided by the continex
zero problem allows for scaling of vectors in a transparent way, that is, without the
need to modify an experiment or model.

The linearization of the continex zero problem is computed in a two-step algo-
rithm: the Jacobian of F is initialized using a one-sided finite-difference method,
which allows to use different finite-difference step sizes for the variables x and pa-
rameters p to account for different sensitivities with respect to these variables. After
initialization, the Jacobian is updated using Broyden updates until the number of
computations of the Jacobian since initialization exceeds a user-defined limit. If
this limit is exceeded, the Jacobian is re-initialized with a finite-difference approxi-
mation and the whole procedure repeats until the user-limit is exceeded again. As
an important exception, the re-initialization is suspended in sample mode. This en-
sures that the sampling process in Newton’s method is not affected by drift, which
could occur due to the significant computational expense of producing a finite-
difference approximation of the Jacobian compared with Broyden updates, which
require no additional computational effort, because we can re-use data that was
already computed at the beginning of a Newton step.

6 Conclusions: the toolbox Continex and future
directions

All algorithms described in this text are implemented in the toolbox Continex [12,
19], which is part of the project Cocotools [12]. The toolbox includes an interface
class as a general definition of instances of noise contaminated zero problems, as well
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as specialized implementations demonstrating the use of dSpace, Simulink and
ODE models. To define a new problem, a user can make use of these predefined
interfaces or derive a subclass from our generic interface class. As a production
example, all Matlab files we developed for our experiment and all data obtained
in the course of this project can be downloaded from the project site [19].

The current version of Continex [12, 19] implements a robust covering method
for regular solution branches of noise contaminated zero problems. Immediate direc-
tions for further research are the treatment of special points, for example, bifurcation
points and singular points. Traditional continuation methods usually locate special
points in a post-processing step after locating two regular points enclosing the spe-
cial point. Our observations suggest that for noise contaminated zero problems it
is necessary to anticipate the approach of certain special points, because it seems
not possible to step over such points in a straightforward way. Anticipating the
location of a special point might allow a suitable local modification of the covering
algorithm such that it becomes possible to pass through the special point with high
certainty. As subsequent steps, methods for switching branches at special points,
and for computing branches of special points will be of interest.

Our interface to the special case of control based continuation implements sev-
eral explicit stability tests; see [2]. These tests require significant additional mea-
surement time and an interesting question is the development of methods that do
not require additional measurements. For example, applying techniques commonly
used for system identification [20] might provide more efficient means of assessing
stability; see also [21].

Furthermore, during the execution of our Newton-like corrector algorithm we
observe random behavior of the condition number of the sequence of matrices gen-
erated with Broyden updates. Sometimes, the condition number assumes an ex-
ceptionally large value for an iteration step, resulting in a large perturbation of
convergence of the correction. Looking at the formula for Broyden updates,

Ji = Ji−1 +
(Fi − Fi−1)− Ji−1(xi − xi−1)

(xi − xi−1)T (xi − xi−1)
(xi − xi−1)T (15)

it is clear that the updates become very susceptible to noise as soon as the vectors
Fi Fi−1 and xi−xi−1 are of the order of the noise level, that is, essentially random
values carrying comparably little information about the zero problem. To obtain
a more uniform behavior of the correction method, it seems promising to study
the application of methods from time series analysis to construct a robust Broyden
method that can compensate for random fluctuations in the sequence of function
evaluations used for updates, for example, by applying suitable filters [20].
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